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The following is a series of journal entries made by a member of the “Kree”† species: the group
sent to Earth in the late 2010s and early 2020s. The entries begin in 2019 and end with their
arrival in 2022. This first-hand source, written aboard the aliens’ spacecraft, offers a unique
glimpse into alien perspectives and motives prior to the unfortunate and necessary defensive

measures taken against them upon their landing. Entries vary in length and range from simple
observations to extensive commentary regarding Earth, its inhabitants, and its politics.

Translations of these entries are as direct as possible. Not every entry could be translated,
resulting in some significant gaps between entries. Translations and annotations provided by

Capt. Robert Daly.††

12.12.2018 : Today we began our journey to planet 1642. Other life forms have long avoided1

planet 1642 because of its peculiarities, but its inhabitants now discuss moving further into the
galaxy. Orderbringers must approach to monitor the situation. Our intelligence should become
more clear as we decrease the distance between ourselves and them. Perhaps we will not have to
engage.

20.1.2019: Planet 1642 refers to itself as “earth”.

15.02.2019: The earth walkers do not make sense. This is true no matter how much we are told
about them in the learning chamber . They call themselves “humans” or “mankind”. They are2

primal beings who still categorize themselves and their world based on the reproductive organs
each individual possesses. barely capable of interstellar travel but assume themselves to be
superior to all. There is little acknowledgment that “mankind” is not an accurate label for much
of their population.

25.03.2019: Our learning chamber focused on earth “politics” today. The “humans” are funny
little beings: they made up the word “politics” and use it to describe many of their interactions.
Many earth walkers claim to be removed from politics. This is illogical. Earth walkers have also
sketched arbitrary lines onto their planet to partition themselves into collections. They call these
“nations” or “states”. Sometimes they cannot decide between the two names and call them
“nation-states”. They assign much value to these made-up lines.

27.03.2019: It appears that earth walkers do not physically sketch lines. Sometimes they build
walls. Sometimes there is nothing to indicate where the line is, but they still fight over the lines.

2To our knowledge, it seems that these Aliens had lessons on the beings that live on planets they traveled to in order
to “peacekeep”. “Learning chamber” seems to mean school, education, etcetera. The author often puts quotes around
words he learned in mission preparation.

1Dates were translated into the human day-month-year configuration by backdating entries, starting with the date of
the aliens’ arrival.



These lines are called “borders” or “boundaries”. Nations do not like it when unauthorized earth
walkers attempt to cross these boundaries to join with the earth walkers on the other side. Each
nation states that it must protect the collection of earth walkers within its boundaries. Each nation
has the same purpose and chooses to work individually. This seems nonsensical and
inefficient.†††

18.05.2019: Each “nation-state” is under the control of a “government”. These “governments”
are made up of earth walkers who live within the boundaries of the nation-state. They make
decisions for the rest of the humans within the nation. If/how the ruling earth walkers are chosen
varies from nation to nation.

07.06.2019: The humans have a smaller version of intergalactic orderkeeping. They call it
“international peacekeeping”. One task of these peacekeeping forces is named “humanitarian
intervention”. This is also based on a nation-state’s failure to complete their responsibility to
protect its collection of earth walkers. Other nation-states interfere in order to provide protection
for that nation-state’s humans. It seems that the nation-states often resort to violence and that
many areas of intervention become less safe. This seems counterproductive to the stated
objective††††

04.07.2019: Some earth walkers from the “North American” sector called sent fire bursts into the
air today. Their purpose is unclear. The fire bursts were colorful but ineffective as weaponry . We3

do not assume hostilities at this time. They seem to be oblivious to our approach.

26.08.2019: Humans associate value with strange and arbitrary facets of themselves. Many of
earth’s inhabitations vary in pigmentation. The humans evaluate each other based on the amount
of pigment in their outer covering but do not pay as much attention to the pigmentation in their4

hair follicles or vision ovals . The outer covering pigmentation and reproductive organs each5

human has appear to impact the amount of the rationing device accessible to them. Many earth
walkers deny this. They also assign value to the amount of rationing device a human has. The
more rationing device they can utilize, the more “power” they have. Volume of rationing device
and size of “power” are used to sort the humans of each nation state into subgroups.

24.09.2020: Some humans have begun to acknowledge our approach. Most still choose not to
know and call the others “fake news”, a seemingly derogatory earth walker term. It seems that
many nation-states have chosen to not share the primitive science they do have with their people.
They believe knowledge of our proximity will unsettle the humans there. The nation-state called

5Eyes
4Skin
3Here, the aliens unknowingly observed American Fourth of July celebrations.



“America” will soon choose its next ruler. Its current ruler stated to a small group of earth
walkers that his intent to withhold information was based on his wish to be reselected as ruler.
He told a slightly larger group that he feared “widespread panic” would make “governing”
difficult. The word “governing” perplexes us. Orderbringer intelligence is extensive. It is still
unclear whether the American ruler does anything significant.

31.10.2020: Many earth walkers have selected non-traditional garb to wear today. Many have
also helped the small earth walkers to disguise themselves. These tiny humans use their cloaked
identities to make vague threats and are rewarded with food. Some who are still unaware of our
presence claim to be from “outer space”. Others are dressed like their internal anatomical
structure. Another peculiarity: mortality seems to be unsettling to them, so they have chosen to
host an international celebration as though to appease it.6

20.01.2021 : The larger nations are beginning to acknowledge our presence. The earthbringers7

are assembling some sort of welcoming body known as the “U.N. Space Force”. They tested
ships that look like the day before this one. The ships
contained fire burts similar to those seen on 04.07.2019. These were larger in size and less
colorful but are still not assumed to be hostile based on the 04.07 precedent. Presumably, these
ships will guide us to the Supreme Leader should we decide to initiate communication.

28.02.2021: It appears that the earth walkers have drastically altered their planet by overusing its
materials. It may soon fail to sustain them. Many earthbringers chose to use earth’s resources in
order to hoard more rationing device than they or several generations of their descendants will
need. They continue to gain from the damage they have created and oftentimes create more
damage by using more resources in doing so. Even their primitive science has been able to
identify the causes of the changes and actions necessary to avoid their impending crisis.. The
earthbringers with the most “money” and “power” have chosen not to take action. Those who do
not benefit from the change of their planetary climate have mimicked the non-action of the
seemingly upper-subgroup in each nation. This remains true even as many earth walkers,
especially those with small quantities of the rationing device, experience adverse effects of total
planetary destabilization.†††††

01.01.2022: We have observed for nearly a year. Many humans are still not concerned with these
changes. Others have begun to more seriously discuss the possibility of space invasion to escape
their dying planet. The human virus cannot be allowed to spread. Intervention

will be necessary.

7These illegally obtained observations contained information sensitive to worldwide peacekeeping efforts. It was
necessary for such information to be concealed accordingly, but had little to no impact on overall meaning.

6The aliens observed Halloween and El Dia De Los Muertos celebrations.



Author’s Note:
On 3 January 2021, the aliens landed on Planet Earth. Fortunately, United Nations Space Force
was prepared, thanks to the purely surveillance vessels noted on 20.01.2021. In fact, what the
aliens perceived as refusal to acknowledge their imminence was actually a tactical decision made
by several international organizations in order to give the human race the element of surprise.
When the aliens arrived to “intervene”, Earth’s defenses were prepared and we were able to
contain and eliminate this existential threat. Miraculously, much of the spacecraft survived the
steps taken to ensure human safety. Aboard the ship, Earth’s peacekeeping forces found-- among
other things-- a variety of weapons, this journal, and a great deal of alien technology. This
technology has taught us much about the galaxy and has helped us prepare for the next alien
invasion.



(Actual) Author’s Notes & Sources:
*The title and tone of this piece were inspired by Nathan W. Pyle’s “Strange Planet” comic
series.

†Kree is a reference to Marvel Comics and the MCU. Though they are not explicitly a
peacekeeping body, the purpose of naming the intergalactic peacekeeping force here after the
Kree is to imply that, perhaps, the intergalactic peacekeeping force here also has its own society
and political structure (even if they call it something different). Further, it suggests that perhaps
the “orderbringers” are as controversial as the Kree, which in turn implies that the narrative
here-- that the humans effectively destroyed the aliens upon their landing--is not so simple as
“humans bad” and “aliens good”.

††Robert Daly is a character from the Black Mirror episode “USS Callister”, an episode that can
be interpreted as critical toward male abuse of power. Plainly, the purpose of using Daly as a
translator here is to comment on the durability of systemic power imbalances: despite the events
of “Callister” and the events that are implied here, an undeserving man is still in an authoritative
position, perhaps having used his simulated intergalactic “experience” to gain said position. This
time he is writing history, meaning that his contemporary biases-- which are subtle but present
within the footnotes-- will permeate others who rely on his work for the fortellable future.

†††This comment is meant to get at the irony of nations working individually toward the same
perceived goal: safety of their people. This is discussed in Climate Leviathan, where authors
Geoff Mann and Joel Wainwright pose the question of if and/or how the “defining
political-economic formation of the modern world-- the capitalist nation-state” will transform as
a result of climate change (page 8). They go on to posit that, in the most likely outcome,
“dominant capitalist nation-states will consolidate” as climate change makes existing political
structures less and less stable (page 30). The exact characteristics of this consolidation could
theoretically range from the extreme-- i.e. entire nations merging-- to something as simple as
increased international cooperation. Nonetheless, the fact that states will likely have to make
some level of sacrifice in regard to their individual interests in order to ensure collective survival
undermines the necessity and practicality of nation-state sovereignty.

The emphasis on security over individual nation-state sovereignty points directly to the
seeming illogicality of each nation working individually to protect its citizens. In its simplest and
most idealistic case, leaders of nations act and make decisions based on what they believe is in
the best interest of their people. Conflict arises when one nation or leader thinks that another
nation’s actions-- which are presumably to benefit that nation’s people-- would oppose what is
best for their people. Each group’s interests differ because the groups themselves differ.
However, these key differences between these groups of people are socially constructed and

https://www.nathanwpyle.art/#/strangeplanet/
https://www.denofgeek.com/us/movies/marvel/279884/captain-marvel-who-are-the-kree
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt5710974/


arbitrary, and what constitutes someone’s “best interest” contains a great deal of grey area. If the
collective goal of nations is to protect their people, it would be more efficient to do so together.

Nation-state sovereignty has also been examined through the lens of humanitarian
intervention. The United Nations Report of the International Commission on Intervention and
State Sovereignty (ICISS), The Responsibility to Protect, states that sovereignty comes with a
level of responsibility-- especially the responsibility to protect their people. This is the
responsibility explicitly mentioned in the journal entry above. However, ICISS also notes that
“Where a population is suffering serious harm... and the state in question is unwilling or unable
to halt or avert it, the principle of non-intervention yields to the international responsibility to
protect” (page XI). This means that other nations sometimes need to intervene in order to protect
the people of another nation. However, the sovereignty of the nation state means that this
intervention is likely to be met with resistance, and in turn, intervening nations resort to force.
The fact that the need for an “international right to protect” is prominent enough to be published
within United Nations guidelines indicates that nation-state sovereignty is not only inefficient
when it comes to protecting people; it is ineffective.

††††This paradox is at the heart of the debate surrounding humanitarian intervention: if
intervention is meant to protect and/or save a particular nation or group of people, what level of
violence, force, and militarism is justified? During a debate between historian David Gibbs and
former Secretary of Homeland Security Michael Chertoff, Gibbs goes so far as to say that
“intervention is an act of war” (“The End of Humanitarian Intervention?”, page 9). This
particular statement also goes back to the idea of individual state sovereignty, because the notion
that intervention is war is based on the idea that intervention violates a nation’s borders and right
to self-autonomy. This right to self-autonomy means that nations resist intervention, and as such,
intervention is not effective unless militarized (“The End of Humanitarian Intervention?”, page
1). Therefore, the contradiction of using violence to save people is not inherent or necessary in
intervention: it is in no small part the result of nation-state sovereignty and self-interest. Within
the current framework, intervention methods often result in eventual destabilization of the
regions supposedly made safer by intervention. (Lopez). Though this dilemma has yet to reach a
critical juncture, it has and will continue to generate controversy until it is addressed.

†††††The authors of Climate Leviathan explain the seemingly paradoxical relationship between
capitalism and climate change, notably through evoking several different philosophical traditions
(page 15). They note that Marx’s critiques of capitalism, while useful, failed to acknowledge the
seeming durability of Capitalism-- its ability to survive despite the contradictions and paradoxes
it seems to create. The paradox here is further unravelled using theories of Antonio Gramsci--
specifically cultural hegemony, which implies that the current condition of the world is so deeply
permeated with Capitalism that un-entrenching ourselves is virtually impossible, even in the face
of potential extinction. The authors use Hegelian dialectics as a framework to explain that



although the capitalist-elites are responsible for the climate crisis, adapting to the new changes
will stabilize their social standing and will also provide them with an opportunity to profit
monetarily, which is why they will spearhead that effort.
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